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a b s t r a c t
In order to run tasks in a parallel and load-balanced fashion, existing scientiﬁc parallel
applications such as mpiBLAST introduce a data-initializing stage to move database fragments from shared storage to local cluster nodes. Unfortunately, with the exponentially
increasing size of sequence databases in today’s big data era, such an approach is inefﬁcient.
In this paper, we develop a scalable data access framework to solve the data movement
problem for scientiﬁc applications that are dominated by ‘‘read’’ operation for data analysis. SDAFT employs a distributed ﬁle system (DFS) to provide scalable data access for parallel sequence searches. SDAFT consists of two interlocked components: (1) a data centric
load-balanced scheduler (DC-scheduler) to enforce data-process locality and (2) a translation layer to translate conventional parallel I/O operations into HDFS I/O. By experimenting
our SDAFT prototype system with real-world database and queries at a wide variety of
computing platforms, we found that SDAFT can reduce I/O cost by a factor of 4–10 and double the overall execution performance as compared with existing schemes.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Research in computational biology is extremely important to help people understand the composition and functionality
of biological entities and processes [4,2,23,25,6,7]. Over the past decade, ever-increasing computational power and innovative parallel techniques [33] have signiﬁcantly advanced the computing capabilities in this ﬁeld. However, in today’s big data
era, rapidly growing data sets [2] are too large in size making it too costly to move data in existing computational systems.
Speciﬁcally, these systems rely on a single link or a handful of network links to transfer data to and from the cluster [15].
Unfortunately, these links do not scale with the problem size of big data due to their limited throughput in relation to
the data.
Modern MPI-based parallel applications adopt a compute-centric model, i.e., moving data to compute processes. For
instance, mpiBLAST [12,17], a parallel implementation of BLAST [6,7], implements a dynamic load balancing process scheduler in its workﬂow by taking every node load into consideration. The scheduler schedules each search task to execute at an
available idle node, which retrieves needed data from a shared network ﬁle system. To mitigate data movement overhead, a
local disk cache is implemented at every worker node that enables its running process to reuse locally stored history data.
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Although this scheme works well when a database is small, it does not scale up with exponentially growing databases
[10,31,24] and can become a major stumbling block to high performance and scalability.
Distributed ﬁle systems, constructed from machines with locally attached disks, can scale with the problem size and
number of nodes as needed. For instance, the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) could support MapReduce applications
to realize local data access. The idea behind the MapReduce framework is that it is faster and more efﬁcient to send the compute executables to the stored data to be processed in situ rather than to pull the needed data from storage and send it via a
network to the compute node. Compared to the MPI-based parallel programming model, however, MapReduce does not
allow for the ﬂexibility and efﬁciency of complex expressions and communications with regards to scientiﬁc parallel
applications [30,17].
In this paper, we develop a scalable data access framework to solve the scalability and data movement problems of
MPI-based parallel applications which are dominated with read operation. SDAFT is an adaptive, data locality-aware middleware system that employs a scalable distributed ﬁle system to supply parallel I/O and dynamically schedules compute
processes to access local data by monitoring physical data locations. Our main focus here is on well-recognized scientiﬁc
parallel applications that are developed with the MPI programming model and that originally execute on compute-centric
platforms rather than data-centric platforms. SDAFT allows these applications to beneﬁt from data locality exploitation in
HDFS, while also leveraging the ﬂexibility and efﬁciency of the MPI programming model.
SDAFT consists of two important components: A process-to-data mapping scheduler (DC-scheduler) changes the compute-centric mapping relationship to a data-centric scheme: a computational process always accesses the data from a local
(or nearby) computation node unless the computation is not executable in a distributed fashion. To solve all incompatibility
issues between parallel I/O, such as MPI_File_read(), and DFS I/O, such as hdfsRead(), a virtual translation layer(SDAFT-IO) is
developed to enable computational processes to execute parallel I/O on underlying distributed ﬁle systems.
We realize a SDAFT prototype system and use mpiBLAST as a case-study application to demonstrate the efﬁcacy of SDAFT.
In our work, SDAFT runs on the popular Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Because every BLAST task is always scheduled to execute on an idle compute node and accesses the necessary data directly from local attached disks, the I/O cost is
signiﬁcantly reduced. By experimenting with the SDAFT prototype on PRObE’s Marmot 128-node cluster testbed and a university on-site 46-node cluster, we ﬁnd that SDAFT doubles the overall performance of existing mpiBLAST solutions when
the problem becomes I/O-intensive by reducing the average parallel I/O cost prior to parallel BLAST execution by a factor
of ﬁve as compared to current approaches.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses background information on parallel sequence
search tools and the underlying ﬁle systems. Section 3 presents our proposed framework. Section 4 shows performance
results and analysis. Section 5 discusses related work and future work, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background
2.1. Genomic sequence search and mpiBLAST
In computational biology, genomic sequencing tools are used to compare given query sequences against datatbases
sequences. This is well recognized as important for identifying new sequences and studying their effects. Different alignment
algorithms, such as Smith and Waterman [29], Needleman and Wunsch [22], FASTA [25], and BLAST [6,7] are representatives
of this ﬁeld. Among them, the BLAST family of algorithms is the most widely used in the study of biological and biomedical
research. BLAST compares a query sequence with database sequences via a two-phased heuristic-based alignment algorithm.
At present, BLAST is a standard deﬁned by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).
mpiBLAST [12] is a parallel implementation of NCBI BLAST that organizes all parallel processes into one master process
and many workers processes. Before performing the actual search, the raw sequence database is formatted into many fragments and stored in a shared network ﬁle system with the support of MPI I/O or POSIX I/O operations. mpiBLAST follows a
compute centric model and moves the requested database fragments to corresponding compute processes. A detailed workﬂow is illustrated in Fig. 1. To search in a large database, the I/O cost, which takes place before the real BLAST execution, takes
a signiﬁcant amount of time, especially on commodity clusters.

Fig. 1. In the default mpiBLAST framework, mpiBLAST workers load database fragments from a shared network ﬁle system and perform BLAST task
according to the master scheduling.
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2.2. The Hadoop Distributed File System
The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is an open source implementation of the Google File System (GFS), speciﬁcally
for the use of MapReduce style workloads. The idea behind the MapReduce framework is that it is faster and more efﬁcient to
send the compute executables to the stored data to be processed in situ rather than to pull the data needed from storage.
While originally designed for the MapReduce framework, HDFS can be deployed to interface traditional parallel programs
using its libHDFS library for C/C++ based programs. Client programs are able to make connections to the HDFS NameNode
using libHDFS, and request chunk location information by querying NameNode (speciﬁed by a ﬁle name, offset within the
ﬁle, and length of the request). The NameNode replies with a list of the host DataNodes where the requested chunks are
physically stored. Based on such information, the application can make informed decisions as to which node should execute
a given piece of code so as to take advantage of data locality. This realizes local data access and avoids data movement in the
network.
While HDFS can support analysis programs to beneﬁt from data locality computation, there are several limitations running MPI-based analysis applications on HDFS. Firstly, current MPI-based parallel applications are mainly developed with the
MPI model, which employs either MPI-I/O or POSIX-I/O to run on a local UNIX ﬁle system or a shared network ﬁle system.
However, HDFS has its own I/O interfaces, which allow programs to read and write data and are different from traditional
MPI-I/O and POSIX-I/O. Moreover, MPI-based parallel applications usually produce distributed results and employ ‘‘concurrent write’’ method to output result, while HDFS only supports ‘‘append’’ write.
3. SDAFT design and implementation
3.1. Design motivations and system architectures
In computational biology, genomic sequence searching is well recognized as important for identifying new sequences and
studying their effects. However, when sequence searches become both computationally and data intensive, running searches
on a large-scale cluster in parallel could suffer from potentially long I/O latency resulting from non-negligible data movement, especially in commodity clusters. As discussed, parallel sequence searches could signiﬁcantly beneﬁt from local data
access in a distributed fashion, similarly adopted by successful MapReduce systems.
There are two difﬁcult problems to be resolved in order to achieve scalable data access for parallel search applications
that execute on compute-centric platforms. The ﬁrst is the ability to efﬁciently and effectively execute a traditional compute-centric MPI program on a cluster with co-located compute and storage resources. Since data is often statically distributed in HDFS, we need to dynamically move the computation tasks to the appropriate data. The second major challenge
involves achieving load balance at runtime.
In order to solve the aforementioned issues, we develop a master–slave workﬂow in SDAFT. A master process is introduced to work as a front-end server in charge of process and data scheduling. It ﬁrst collects unassigned fragment lists at
all participating nodes, and then directs the slave processes to handle their local unassigned fragments. An unassigned fragment is deﬁned as a database fragment that has not been searched against by a given query. According to the updated per
node load reports, the master scheduler asks fast nodes to handle more fragments than slow nodes.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 the SDAFT framework consists of three important components, a translation I/O layer, a data centric load-balanced scheduler called DC-scheduler and a fragments location monitor. SDAFT-IO is developed to allow existing well-recognized parallel programs to transparently interface with Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), which is
designed for MapReduce programs. The SDAFT-I/O is implemented as a non-intrusive software component added to existing application codes such that many successful performance tuned parallel algorithms and high performance noncontig-

Fig. 2. Proposed BLAST workﬂow. (a) The DC-scheduler employs a Fragment Location Monitor to snoop the fragments location and dispatches unassigned
fragments to computation processes such that each process could read the fragments locally, i.e., reading HDFS chunks via SDAFT-IO. (b) The SDAFT
software architecture. Two new modules are used to assist parallel BLAST in accessing the distributed ﬁle system and intelligently read fragments with
awareness of data locality.
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uous I/O optimization methods are inherited in SDAFT [17]. The DC-scheduler determines which speciﬁc fragments each
node is assigned to search for. It aims to minimize the number of fragments pulled over the network. To get the physical
location of all unassigned fragments, a Fragment Location Monitor is implemented between the DC-scheduler and HDFS.
The monitor is invoked by the master scheduler process to report the database fragment locations. By tracking the location
information, the DC-scheduler schedules worker processes to the appropriate compute nodes, moving computation to
data. Through SDAFT-I/O, search processes can directly access fragments treated as chunks in HDFS from local hard drives,
which is part of the entire HDFS storage. In general, the chunk size (set as 128 MB in our experiment) is bigger than a database fragment.

3.2. A data centric load-balanced scheduler
The key to realizing scalability and high-performance in big data parallel applications is to achieve both data locality and
load balance at the same time. In practice, there exists several heterogeneity issues that could potentially result in load
imbalance. First, in parallel sequence searches, the global database is formatted into many fragments. The search for query
sequences is separated into a list of tasks corresponding to the number of fragments. The HDFS random chunk placement
algorithm may distribute database fragments unevenly within the cluster, leaving some nodes with more data than others.
Second, the execution time of a speciﬁc search task could vary greatly and is difﬁcult to track according to the input data size
and different computing capacities per node [17].
We implement a Fragment Location Monitor as a background daemon to periodically report updated unassigned fragment statuses to a master scheduler. At any point in time, the DC-scheduler always tries to launch a search task at the node
that holds its requested fragments when the node is available. There exists a good chance to realize such data locality, as
each data fragment has three physical copies in HDFS; namely, there are three different node candidates available for
scheduling.
The scheduler is an independent running process as detailed in Algorithm 1. At ﬁrst, the scheduler initializes a list of
nodes C, where search processes will be launched. The input query sequences are divided into a list of individual tasks F.
Each of these tasks searches a speciﬁc query sequence against a distinct database fragment. Also, the scheduler process will
connect to the location monitor to get the distribution information for all fragments and generate an unassigned fragment
list for each participating node. While F is not empty, each search process periodically reports to the scheduler for assignments. Upon receiving a task request from an idle computation process on node i, the scheduler process determines a task
for the process as follows:
1. If the node i has some database fragments on its local disk, then the fragment x on its local disk that could make the
number of unassigned fragments on all other nodes as balanced as possible will be assigned to the idle process. Fig. 3
illustrates an example to demonstrate how to assign an unassigned fragment to an idle process. In the example, there
are 4 search processes running on 4 nodes, assuming W1 is idle and the unassigned fragment on W1 being hf 2; f 4; f 6i.
The argmin value for f 2 is 2, which is the minimum number of unassigned fragments on the nodes containing f 2,
namely node 2 and node 4. After assigning the fragment with largest argmin to W1, the number of unassigned
fragments on node 2; 3 and 4 are 2; 2; 2.
2. If node i, on its local disk, does not contain any unassigned fragments, the scheduler will calculate argmin for all
unassigned fragments and assign the fragment with the largest argmin to the idle process, which needs to pull data
over network.

Fig. 3. A simple example where the scheduler receives the idle message from W1. The scheduler ﬁnds the available unassigned fragments on W1. The f 6
will be assigned to W1 since the minimum unassigned fragments value is 3 on W2 and W3, which also contains f 6. After assigning f 6 to W1, the number of
unassigned fragments on W1–4 is 2.
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Algorithm 1. Data centric load-balanced scheduler algorithm
1: Let C = {c1 ; c2 ; . . . ; cn } be the set of participating nodes
2: Let F = {f 1 ; f 2 ; . . . ; f m } be the set of unassigned database fragments;
3: Let F i be the set of unassigned fragments located on node i;
Steps:
4: Initialize C from MPI initialization
5: Initialize F for input query sequences
6: Invoke Location monitor and initialize F i for each node i
7: while jFj – 0 do
8: if a searching process on node i is idle then
9:
if jF i j – 0 then
10:
Find f x 2 F i such that
11:
x ¼ argmaxðargminðjF k jÞÞ
x

16k6n

Assign f x to the idle process on node i
else
Find f x 2 F such that
x ¼ argmaxðargminðjF k jÞÞ

12:
13:
14:
15:

x

16k6n

16:
Assign f x to the idle process on node i
17:
end if
18:
Remove f x from F
19:
for all F k s.t. f x 2 F k do
20:
Remove f x from F k
21:
end for
22: end if
23: end while

The problem of scheduling tasks to multiple nodes, in order to minimize the longest execution time, is known to be NPcomplete [13] when the number of nodes is greater than 2, even for the case that all tasks are executed locally. However we
will show that for this case, the execution time of our solution is at most two times that of the optimal solution.
Suppose there are m ¼ jFj search tasks with actual execution times of t1 ; t2 ; . . . ; t m on n ¼ jCj nodes. We use T  to denote
the maximum execution time of a node in the optimal solution, and T k to denote the overall execution time on node k. First,
notice that T  cannot be smaller than the maximum execution time of a single task. Second, the best assignment we can wish
Pm
ti
for is T 1 ¼ T 2 ¼    ¼ T n ¼ ni¼1 . These two observations gives us a lowerbound for T  :

Xm


T P max

max ðtk Þ;

16k6m

t
i¼1 i

n

!
:

ð1Þ

Let T be the maximum execution time of a node in a solution given by our algorithm. We assume that the last completed
task f n is scheduled on node n; otherwise, we renumber the nodes. Let sf n denote the start time of task f n on node n, so
T ¼ sf n þ t n .
All nodes should be busy until at least time sf n ; otherwise, according to our algorithm, the task f n will be assigned to some
idle nodes earlier. Therefore we have T  P sf n . Because T  P max16k6m ðtk Þ, we have T  P tn . This gives us the desired approximation bound: T ¼ sf n þ t n 6 2T  .
The scheduling problem becomes much harder when we take the location variable into consideration. However, we will
conduct real experiments to examine its locality and parallel execution in Section 4.
3.3. SDAFT-IO: a translation layer
Current MPI-based parallel applications are mainly developed with the MPI model, which employs either MPI-I/O or
POSIX-I/O to run on a shared network ﬁle system. SDAFT uses HDFS to replace these ﬁle systems, and therefore the I/O compatibility issues between MPI-based programs and HDFS must be resolved. More speciﬁcally, MPI-based parallel applications
access ﬁles through MPI-I/O or POSIX-I/O interfaces, which are supported by local UNIX ﬁle systems or shared network ﬁle
systems. These I/O interfaces are different from the I/O operations in HDFS. For example, hdfsRead(), instead of
MPI_File_read() is used to read data from HDFS. These compatibility issues make scientiﬁc parallel applications unable to
run on HDFS without some translational stage.
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To address these compatibility issues, we implement a translation layer—SDAFT-I/O to handle the incompatible I/O
semantics. The basic idea is to transparently transform high-level I/O operations of parallel applications to standard HDFS
I/O calls. SDAFT-I/O works as follows: SDAFT-I/O ﬁrst connects to the HDFS server using hdfsConnect() and mounts HDFS
as a local directory at the corresponding compute node. Hence, each cluster node works as one client to HDFS. Any I/O operations of parallel applications that work in the mounted directory are intercepted by the layer and redirected to HDFS. At last,
the correspondent hdfs I/O calls are triggered to execute speciﬁc I/O functions e.g. open/read/write/close.
Handling concurrent writes is a challenge in SDAFT. Parallel applications usually produce distributed results and may
leave every engaged process write to disjointed ranges in a shared ﬁle. For instance, mpiBLAST takes advantage of Independent/Collective I/O to optimize the searched output. The WorkerCollective output strategy introduced by Lin et al. [17] realizes a concurrent write semantic, which can be interpreted as ‘‘multiple processes write to a single ﬁle at the same time’’.
These concurrent write schemes often work well with conventional shared network ﬁle system. However, HDFS only supports appended write, and most importantly, only one process is allowed to open and write to a ﬁle at a time, otherwise
an open error will occur.
To resolve above incompatible I/O semantics, we revise ‘‘concurrent write to one ﬁle’’ to ‘‘concurrent write to multiple
ﬁles’’. Fig. 4(a) and (b) demonstrate how SDAFT handles the concurrent write to output results. The master scheduler process
creates an output directory in HDFS under which it maintains an index ﬁle to record the disjointed write ranges of each
worker. Every worker will output their results independently into a physical ﬁle in HDFS. Logically, all output ﬁles produced
for a data processing job are allocated in a same directory. The overall results are retrieved by reading the index ﬁle and joining all physical ﬁles under the same directory. Such a solution adopts the similar strategy with PLFS [11], which utilized the
log structured ﬁle systems to improve the performance of checkpointing [27] for HPC simulation data. In this paper, we more
focus on improving the read performance of data analysis program.
In the experiments, we prototyped SDAFT-I/O using FUSE [1], a framework for running stackable ﬁle systems in a nonprivileged mode. The ﬂow of an I/O call from an application to the Hadoop ﬁle system is illustrated in Fig. 5. The Hadoop
ﬁle system is mounted on all participating cluster nodes through the SDAFT-I/O layer. The I/O operations of mpiBLAST are
passed through a Virtual File System (VFS), taken over by SDAFT-I/O through FUSE, and then forwarded to Hadoop namenode, which will handle the I/O operations. Finally, HDFS is responsible for the actual data storage management. In regards to
concurrent write, SDAFT-I/O automatically inserts a subpath using the same name as the output ﬁlename and appends its
process ID at the end of the ﬁle name. For instance, if a process with id 30 writes into =hdfs=foo=searchNTresult, the actual
output ﬁle is =hdfs=foo=serachNTresult=searchNTResult30.
3.4. Speciﬁc HDFS considerations
HDFS employs some default data placement policies. A few considerations should be taken into account when we choose
HDFS as the shared storage. Speciﬁcally, each individual formatted ﬁle size should not exceed the conﬁgured chunk size,
otherwise the ﬁle will be broken up into multiple chunks with each chunk being replicated independently of other related
chunks. If only a fraction of the speciﬁc fragment can be accessed locally, other parts must be pulled over the network. Consequently, the locality beneﬁt would be lost. As a result, we should keep the ﬁle size of each database fragment smaller than
the chunk size when formatting the database.
4. Experiments and analysis
We conducted comprehensive testing on our proposed scalable framework SDAFT on both Marmot and CASS clusters.
Marmot is a cluster of PRObE on-site project [14] and housed at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) in Pittsburgh. The system
has 128 nodes/256 cores and each node in the cluster has dual 1.6 GHz AMD Opteron processors, 16 GB of memory, Gigabit
Ethernet, and a 2 TB Western Digital SATA disk drive. CASS consists of 46 nodes on two racks, one rack including 15 compute
nodes and one head node and the other rack containing 30 compute nodes. Each node is equipped with dual 2.33 GHz Xeon
Dual Core processors, 4 GB of memory, Gigabit Ethernet and a 500 GB SATA hard drive.
In both clusters, MPICH [1.4.1] is installed as parallel programming framework on CENTOS55–64 with kernel 2.6. We
installed PVFS2 version [2.8.2] on the cluster nodes. PVFS uses with default conﬁguration. We choose Hadoop 0:20:203 as
the distributed ﬁle system, which is conﬁgured as follows: one node for the NameNode/JobTracker, one node for the secondary NameNode, and other nodes as the DataNode/TaskTracker. We also run experiments on NFS as the developers of mpiBLAST use NFS as shared storage [17] and NFS is the default shared storage in our experimental cluster. The NFS
conﬁguration is a Dell MD1000 raid array (8 disks) connected with dual SAS channels and the bandwidth to the head node
is also 1 Gb Ethernet. When we studied the performance of parallel BLAST, we scaled up the number of data nodes in the
cluster and compared the performance with PVFS2, NFS and HDFS, respectively. For clarity, we labeled them as NFS-based,
PVFS-based and SDAFT-based BLAST. We selected the nucleotide sequence database nt as our experimental database. At the
time when we performed experiments, the nt database contained 17,611,492 sequences with a total raw size of about 45 GB.
The data is downloaded from ncbi website [3] and saved to nfs, pvfs and hdfs with similar time cost.
The queries to input to search nt were generated as follows: we randomly chose some sequences from nt and revised
them, which would guarantee that we will ﬁnd some close matches in the database. In addition, we made up some
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Fig. 4. How to handle ‘‘concurrent write’’ in SDAFT/HDFS. Figure (a) shows an instance consisting of three workers and one scheduler. Once the tasks are
ﬁnished, the workers notify the scheduler and the scheduler issues an invalid partial result to each worker. The scheduler creates a directory in HDFS and
writes the index ﬁle under the directory. Afterwards, all three workers write their results independently into the same directory in HDFS; ﬁgure (b) shows a
sample logical organization of the output in HDFS.

Fig. 5. The I/O call in our prototype. The kernel (VFS) redirects ﬁle system calls from parallel I/O to SDAFT-I/O. SDAFT-I/O wraps HDFS clients and translates
the I/O call to DFS I/O.

sequences which may or may not ﬁnd similar sequence matches from the database. We mixed up these sequences and ﬁxed
the query size to be 50 KB in all running cases, which generated the same output result in the amount of around 5.8 MB. The
nt database was partitioned into 200 fragments.
4.1. Evaluating SDAFT with mpiBLAST
We compare SDAFT with a state-of-the-art mpiBLAST [1.6.0] solution in reference [17]. When running mpiBLAST on the
cluster in parallel, users usually run fastasplitn and formatdb methods to format the database into fragments and reuse the
formatted database fragments. Since each formatted fragment includes seven related ﬁles, the Hadoop Archive method
should be applied to ensure that the seven ﬁles of a fragment are stored together in HDFS during a formatted execution.
To deliver database fragments, we use a dynamic copying method such that the node will copy and cache a data fragment
only when a search task to the fragment is scheduled on the node. These cached fragments are reused for next sequences
searches. mpiBLAST is conﬁgured with two ﬁle systems—NFS and PVFS2 and both work as baselines. SDAFT employs HDFS
as a distributed storage. Therefore, there is no need for gathering a fragment from multiple data nodes such as with PVFS, and
we do not cache fragments in local disks either.
We study how SDAFT could improve the performance of parallel BLAST. We scaled up the number of data nodes in the
cluster and compared the performance with three host ﬁle system conﬁgurations: NFS, PVFS2 and HDFS, respectively. For
clarity, we labeled them as NFS-based, PVFS-based and SDAFT-based BLAST. During the experiments, we mount NFS, HDFS
and PVFS2 as local ﬁle systems at each node if a BLAST process is running on that node. We used the same input query in all
running cases and ﬁx the query size to be 50 KB, which generated an output result in the amount of around 5.8 MB. The nt
database was partitioned into 200 fragments.
4.1.1. Results from an Marmot cluster
The experimental results collected from Marmot are illustrated in Figs. 6–9.
When running parallel BLAST on a 108-node conﬁguration system, we found the total program execution times on NFSbased, PVFS-based and SDAFT-based BLAST are 589.4, 379.7 and 240.1 s, respectively. We calculate the performance gain
according to Eq. 2, where T SDAFTbased denotes the overall execution time of parallel BLAST based on SDAFT and
T NFS=PVFSbased is the overall execution time of mpiBLAST based on NFS or PVFS.

improv ement  percentage ¼ 1 

T SDAFTbased
:
T NFS=PVFSbased

ð2Þ

As seen from Fig. 6, we conclude that SDAFT-based BLAST could reduce overall execution latency by 15% to 30% for
small-sized clusters less than 32 nodes as compared to NFS-based BLAST. Given an increasing cluster size, SDAFT reduces
overall execution time by a greater percentage, reaching to 60% for a 108-node cluster setting. This indicates that NFS-based
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Fig. 6. The performance gain of mpiBLAST execution time when searching the nt database in use of SDAFT as compared to NFS-based and PVFS-based.

Fig. 7. The input bandwidth comparison of NFS-based, PVFS-based and SDAFT-based BLAST schemes. The key observation is that SDAFT scales linearly well
for search workloads. NFS quickly peaks its bandwidth at a small cluster size and then decreases as the number of nodes increases. Similarly, PVFS also
peaks in its ability to deliver data and then slightly grows with an increasing cluster size.

Fig. 8. The I/O latency comparison of PVFS-based and SDAFT-based BLAST schemes on the nt database with an increasing number of nodes.
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Fig. 9. The max and min node I/O time comparison of NFS-based, PVFS-based and SDAFT-based BLAST on the nt with varying number of nodes.

settings do not scale well. In comparison to PVFS-based BLAST, SDAFT runs consistently faster by about 40% for all cluster
settings.
For a scalability study, we collected results of aggregated I/O bandwidth comparison illustrated in Fig. 7. As seen from the
ﬁgure, we ﬁnd that the I/O bandwidth scales up well with an increasing number of nodes for SDAFT. However, the NFS and
PVFS based BLAST schemes achieve a much lower bandwidth. The bandwidth gap between SDAFT and the other two cases is
further widened as the number of nodes increases. This indicates that a huge data movement overhead exists in both baselines that becomes a performance barrier to the system scalability.
To gain insight on how expensive data preparation is, we collected results of speciﬁc I/O latency as illustrated in Fig. 8.
The I/O latency is the time cost on reading data from ﬁle system to the MPI processes’ private space (local memory). We ﬁnd
that the total I/O latency of PVFS-based BLAST remains at about 2,000 s before 32-node settings and slightly stretches up for
larger-sized clusters. The I/O latency of PVFS-based BLAST is as high as ﬁve times that of SDAFT-based BLAST. Moreover, we
studied a case of running three schemes on a 64-node cluster and collected results of two extreme-case nodes, the slowest I/
O and the fastest as illustrated in Fig. 9. It tells an intense contention for limited network bandwidth results in signiﬁcant
distinct node I/O latency, particularly severe in NFS and PVFS.

4.1.2. Results from a CASS cluster
For comprehensive testing, we performed similar experiments on our on-site cluster, CASS. We distinguish the average
actual BLAST times from I/O latency to gain some insights about scalability.
Fig. 10 illustrates the average actual BLAST computation times (excluding I/O latency) for an increasing cluster size. We
ﬁnd that the average actual BLAST time in Fig. 10 decreases sharply as the number of nodes grows. Interestingly, the three
systems obtain comparable BLAST performance. This matches our conjecture, as SDAFT only targets the I/O rather than the

Fig. 10. The actual BLAST time comparison of NFS-based, PVFS-based and SDAFT-based BLAST programs on the nt database with different number of nodes.
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Fig. 11. The average I/O time of NFS-based, PVFS-based and SDAFT-based BLAST on the nt database with different number of nodes.

real BLAST computation. Different ﬁle system conﬁgurations—NFS, PVFS, and HDFS account for the differences among three
BLAST programs. Fig. 11 illustrates the I/O phase of the BLAST workﬂow. In NFS and PVFS baselines, the average I/O cost stops
declining after the cluster size exceeds 15. In contrast, SDAFT proves to be a scalable solution and achieves a decreasing I/O
latency as cluster size grows. From Figs. 10 and 11, we can infer that as the query size becomes larger, the BLAST search time
will increase under the three different conﬁgurations. However, the data input time will remain unchanged if the size of
database is constant. Thus, the improvement due to I/O latency reduction will be decreased with an increasing size of query.
Also, with an increasing size of database and an unchanged size of query, the improvement will be further enhanced.
From Figs. 7 and 11, we can ﬁnd that shared network ﬁle system will peak in its ability to deliver data with an increasing
cluster size in the environment of commodity cluster. In fact, even with high interconnect network on traditional HPC platforms, the systems’ ability to deliver data will still be limited. For instance, our previous work VisIO [21] shows that Lustre
ﬁle system will peak its bandwidth around 32-nodes in the traditional HPC platform.
The priority of our DC-scheduler is to achieve data-task locality subjected to a load balance constraint. To explore how
effectively the DC-scheduler works (i.e., to what extent search processes are scheduled to access fragments from local disks),
Fig. 12 illustrates one snapshot of the fragments searched on each node and the fragments access by the network. We speciﬁcally ran the experiments ﬁve times to verify how much data moves through the network in a 30-node cluster, and track
down a total number of fragments 150, 180, 200, 210, 240 respectively. As seen from the Fig. 12, most nodes search a comparable number of fragments locally. More than 95% of data fragments are read from local storage.
4.1.3. Comparing with Hadoop-based BLAST
We only show a simple comparison with Hadoop-based Blast on Marmot, as such a comparison may be unfair since efﬁciency, while being a design goal of MPI, is not a key feature of the MapReduce programming model.

Fig. 12. This displays which data fragments are accessed locally on which node and involved in the search process. The blue crosses represent the data
fragments accessed locally during the search, while the red dots represent the fragments accessed remotely.
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We chose Hadoop-Blast [2.2.23] [5] as the Hadoop-based approach. The database for both programs are ‘nt’ and the input
query is same. With 25-nodes setting on marmot, SDAFT-based BLAST takes 568.664 s while Hadoop-Blast takes 1427.389 s.
We run the tests several times, and the SDAFT-based BLAST is always more efﬁcient than Hadoop-based BLAST. The reasons
could be, (1) the task assignment of Hadoop-Blast relies on the Hadoop Scheduler which is built on a heartbeat mechanism,
(2) the advantages of I/O optimization based on MPI are not adapted by Hadoop-Blast, and (3) the difference of efﬁciency in
Java and C/C++ implementations [32].
4.2. Evaluating SDAFT with newly developed MPI programs
In order to show that our proposed I/O layer and DC-scheduler could beneﬁt other MPI-based applications with data
locality computation, we develop a test program upon SDAFT with the use of the MPI programming model. The test program
uses a master–slave architecture and employs the DC-scheduler to assign data processing tasks to parallel MPI processes.
Speciﬁcally, the MPI process with rank 0 is developed to dynamically assign data processing tasks to slave processes that
execute the assigned tasks. In our execution, we analyze genomic datasets of varying sizes. Since we are more concerned
with the I/O performance, our test programs read all gene data into memory for sequence length analysis and exchange messages between MPI processes.
We compare the process time of our test program using the I/O layer with and without DC-scheduler, referred to as
‘‘SDAFT-based (with DC-scheduler), SDAFT-based (without DC-scheduler)’’, and no locality conﬁguration with PVFS, referred
to as ‘‘PVFS-based’’, on CASS for variable ﬁle sizes. We use 32 nodes for these experiments and show the performance comparison in Table 1. We ﬁnd that the benchmark program using SDAFT consistently obtains lower process times than without
SDAFT. With increased size of input data, the running time increases quickly for the test program without using SDAFT. This
conﬁrms that the data movement in a commodity cluster is the performance bottleneck. With the use of data locality computation, the performance for MPI-based application could be greatly improved. Moreover, through running our test program layer without the DC-scheduler, we ﬁnd that the performance is only slightly better than that of PVFS-based test
case. This is because the parallel processes need to read data remotely without the coordination of a data locality scheduler.
4.3. Efﬁciency of SDAFT-IO layer and HDFS
In the SDAFT framework, a translation layer—SDAFT-IO is developed to make parallel search codes able to execute on a
distributed ﬁle system. In our prototype, we chose FUSE mount to transparently relink MPI program I/O operations to DFS I/O
interface. This choice was made because FUSE is a popular program recognized in the community and we require a working
system for proof of concept.
However, the overhead of a FUSE-based implementation must be evaluated. Since SDAFT-IO is built through Virtual File
System (VFS), the I/O call needs to go through the kernel of the client operating system. For instance, to read an index ﬁle
nt.mbf in HDFS, mpiBLAST issues an open() call through the VFS’s generic system call ﬁrst (sys-open()). Next, the call is translated to hdfsOpenFile(). Finally, the open operation will take effect on HDFS. We conduct experiments to quantify how much
overhead the translation layer running for parallel BLAST would introduce.
We run the search programs and measured the time it takes to open the 200 formatted fragments. We performed two
kind of tests. The ﬁrst test directly uses the HDFS library while the other utilizes a default POSIX I/O, running HDFS ﬁle open
through our translation layer. For each opened ﬁle, we read the ﬁrst 100 bytes and then close the ﬁle. We repeated the experiment several times. We found that the average total time through SDAFT-IO is around 15 s. The time through direct HDFS I/
O was 25 s. This may derive from the overhead incurred by connecting and disconnecting with hdfsConnect() independently
for each ﬁle. A second experiment involved running the BLAST process on multiple nodes through SDAFT-IO. The average
time to open a ﬁle in HDFS is around 0.075 s, which is negligible compared to the overall I/O latency and BLAST time. In
all, a FUSE based implementation has negligible overhead. Sometimes, SDAFT-IO actually performs better than the libhdfs
based hard coding solution.
In the default mpiBLAST, each worker maintains a fragmentation list to track the fragments on its local disk and transfers
the metadata information to the master scheduler via message passing. The master uses a fragment distribution class to
audit scheduling. In SDAFT, the Namenode is instead responsible for the metadata management. At the beginning of a computational workﬂow, a Fragment Location Monitor retrieves the physical location of all fragments by communicating with
Hadoop’s Namenode. We evaluated the HDFS overhead by retrieving the physical location of 200 formatted fragments. The
average time is around 1.20 s, which accounts for a very small portion out of the overall I/O latency.

Table 1
Data processing time comparison of our test program(s).
File size (GB)
PVFS-based
SDAFT-based (with DC-scheduler)
SDAFT-based (without DC-scheduler)

7.5
24
12
19

30
98
38
77

120
338
143
263

335
1084
369
845

670
2161
787
1631
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5. Related work
There are many other methods that seek to increase the efﬁciency of parallel BLAST. ScalaBLAST [23] is a highly efﬁcient
parallel BLAST, which organizes processors into equally sized groups and assigns a subset of input queries to each group.
ScalaBLAST can use both distributed memory and shared memory architectures to load the target database. Lin et al. [16]
developed another efﬁcient data access method to deal with initial data preparation and result merging in memory. MRMPI-BLAST [32] is a parallel BLAST application employing a MapReduce-MPI library developed by Sandia Labs. These parallel
applications beneﬁt from the ﬂexibility and efﬁciency of the HPC programming model but still follow a compute-centric
model. AzureBlast [18] is a case study of developing science applications such as BLAST on the cloud. CloudBLAST [19] adopts
a MapReduce paradigm to parallelize genome index and search tools and manage their executions in the cloud. Both AzureBlast and CloudBLAST only implement query segmentation but exclude database segmentation. Hadoop-BLAST [5] and
bCloudBLAST [20] present a MapReduce-parallel implementation for BLAST but do not adopt existing advanced techniques
like collective I/O or computation and I/O coordination. Our SDAFT is orthogonal to these techniques and allow parallel
BLAST applications to beneﬁt from data locality exploitation in HDFS while maintaining the ﬂexibility and efﬁciency of
the MPI programming model.
There are existing methods that are used to improve the parallel I/O performance. Sigovan et al. [28] presents a visual
analysis method for I/O trace data that takes into account the fact that HPC I/O systems can be represented as networks. Prabhakar et al. [26] propose a disk-cache and parallelism aware I/O scheduling to improve storage system performance. FlexIO
[35] is a middleware that offers simple abstractions and diverse data movement methods to couple simulation with analytics. Sun et al. [34] propose a data replication scheme(PDLA) to improve the performance of parallel I/O systems. Janine et al.
[9] develop a platform which realizes efﬁcient data movement between in situ and in-transit computations that perform on
large-scale scientiﬁc simulations. Haim Avron et al. [8] develop an algorithm that uses a memory management scheme and
adaptive task parallelism to reduce the data-movement costs. VisIO [21] obtains a linear scalability of I/O bandwidth for
ultra-scale visualization. The VisIO implementation calls the HDFS I/O library directly from the application programs, which
is an intrusive scheme and requires signiﬁcant hard coding effort to rewrite the ParaView read methods. Different from
above methods, our SDAFT uses an I/O middleware to allow parallel applications to achieve scalable data access with an
underlying distributed ﬁle system.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a new scalable distributed framework to dramatically improve the I/O performance for MPIbased parallel search applications. We proposed a data-centric load-balancing scheduler to exploit data-task locality and
enforce load balance within the cluster. The scheduler is independent of speciﬁc search tools and it can be adopted for other
MPI-based applications that beneﬁt from some form of data locality computation. In addition, we developed a SDAFT-IO
layer to allow traditional MPI or POSIX based applications to run over a data-intensive distributed ﬁle system. Although
we prototyped SDAFT-IO for mpiBLAST applications, it is applicable to any MPI-based parallel applications to run over HDFS
without any recompiling effort. By conducting comprehensive experiments over two different clusters, we found that SDAFT
can reduce I/O cost by a factor of 4–10 and double the overall execution performance as compared with existing schemes.
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